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Abstract 

In this paper, Xilinx MicroBlaze soft IP core is configured in 

different modes and the performance of the different modes is 

compared in terms of Area Utilization. The soft processors are 

the one which enhances the performance in multiprocessor 

environment. Soft processor cores enable the customizable 

feature in the FPGA, so that the target device can be 

configured for different performance measures.Hard IP cores 

on the other hand cannot be customized, they have to be used 

as such. The customizable property of soft IP cores in 

different configurations is compared in this work. The 

minimum area and maximum performance configurations of 

the MicroBlaze core has been analyzed. The comparison 

provides the means to select the particular configuration of 

MicroBlaze for a target application. The analysis has been 

done using XilinxVivado2017.1 

Keywords: MicroBlaze, soft processor, low power, maximum 

performance and maximum area, Intellectual Property (IP) 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IP which stands for Intellectual Property is widely used in the 

fast-growing VLSI arena. An IP is a reusable unit of logic or 

functionality or a layout design that is normally developed 

with the idea of licensing to multiple vendor for using as 

building blocks in different chip designs[10]. There are 3 

kinds of IPs, Hard IPs,Soft IPs and Firm IPs. Hard IPs are the 

ones which are not reconfigurable and soft IPs are the ones 

which can be reconfigured according to the given 

specification. Firm IPs are semi customizable, some features 

can be customized whereas some are fixed. The main 

advantage of IPs is that they are easily portable, reusable and 

they drastically reduce the design time and Time To Market. 

IP vendors have multiple clients with different requirements. 

Multiple vendors may supply IPs but an extra effort is 

required to interface them. Including an IP can increase chip 

cost but it brings down system cost.[1] The knowledge of the 

target market is essential to make such decisions. 

The requirement for the high-speed processors is increasing 

enormously with the requirement for the high data rate, high-

speed computation and the large data handling. The above 

stated requirements can be satisfied by multi-processor 

environment. The multi-processor environment is expensive 

and the design time and effort of the development of the same 

isalso high. The IP developers have come up with solution of 

soft processors. The soft processors are IP core of the 

processors which are available as open source or as licensed 

version from many vendors. 

The soft processors are readily available in the RTLlevel of 

abstraction and they can be used to program the FPGA to 

function as the multi-core processing system. The current 

processing requirements demands the processor to possess 

many features and most of the time these features are 

applicationspecific.Some examples of soft IP cores are PCI 

master-target,32/64bit, PCIe, UART, CORDIC, DDS, 

FFTVME, USB, CAN, I2C, SPI, NIOS II.[3] 

MicroBlaze, is a soft processor from XILINX [1], is a 32-bit 

processor and it is available in various customizable 

configurations. The presented work discusses the comparison 

of the different configurations of the MicroBlaze processor, 

which helps in mapping the MicroBlaze processor for a 

particular targetapplication. 

 

2. MICROBLAZE & ITS FEATURES A. 

 MICROBLAZE 

The MicroBlaze soft core processor is highly configurable, 

allowing the user to select a specific set of features required 

by the design[1,2].There are two sets of features in 

MicroBlaze IP architecture. They are fixed set of features 

which are present in all modes of configuration and 

customizable features which can be customized according to 

the mode of configuration selected. 

The fixed feature set of the processor includes thirty-two 32-

bit general-purpose registers, 32-bit instruction word with 

three operands and two addressing modes, 32-bit address bus, 

Single issue pipeline[3] 

Figure 1 shows the MicroBlaze architecture. The white blocks 

are the blocks which are present in all modes of configuration 

and the colored blocks are the customizable blocks, which are 

chosen according to the mode selected. 
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Fig. 1 MicroBlaze Architecture 

 

The MicroBlaze processor is available in different 

configurations they are 

 Minimum Area: The smallest possible MicroBlaze 

core. No caches or debug.[2,3]

 Maximum Performance: Maximum possible 

performance. Large caches and debug, as well as all 

execution units.[2,3]

 Maximum Frequency: Maximum achievable 

frequency. Small caches and no debug, with few 

execution units.[2,3]

 Linux with MMU: Settings suitable to get high 

performance when running Linux with MMU[2,3]

 Memory Management enabled, large caches and 

debug, and all execution units.[2,3]

 Low-end Linux with MMU: Settings corresponding 

to the MicroBlaze Embedded[2,3]

 

3. IMPLEMENTATION 

The world is moving towards smaller and faster designs. 

There are area constraints when it comes to smaller designs 

and there is a tradeoff in area when it comes to faster design. 

There is always a tradeoff between speed and area. Designs 

with faster speed have more area and designs with lower area 

have lesser speed when compared to bigger designs.[5,6] 

Thus, two modes of configuration are taken into 

consideration, minimum area and maximum performance. 

These MicroBlaze architecture in these two modes are 

explored and compared. 

The MicroBlaze IP is readily available in Xilinx Vivado [1]. 

By instantiating, a MicroBlaze IP is obtained. In order to 

change the mode of configuration, the IP is double clicked and 

customizable parameters like frequency, area and 

performance, as shown in. Based on the requirements, the IP 

can be customized into the required mode. 

 

4. MICROBLAZE CONFIGURATION RESULTS 

In this section, the configuration of the modes minimum area 

and maximum performance are discussed. 

A. Minimum Area Configuration[2,4] 

The minimum area configuration is the one in which the high-

performance cache is not included and the design offers less 

performance, the minimum area configuration is considered 

when the target application has the major concern for area 

constraint circuits. 

The MicroBlaze is programmed for the minimum area 

configuration and the IP core is generated for basic 

microprocessor architecture. The HDL (Hardware Description 

Language) wrapper is generated for the same and the 

synthesis of the same is done using Vivado 2017. Fig. 2 shows 

the MicroBlaze in Minimum area configuration. HDL is the 

language of choice to describe an FPGA design. A HDL 

wrapper is basically a top-level description of the system. This 
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wrapper connects the output/input port of the design to the 

physical pin described in the constraint file. 

 

Fig. 2 Minimum Area Configuration 

 

B. Maximum Performance Configuration[2,4] 

The maximum performance configuration of the MicroBlaze 

includes all the available features of the MicroBlaze 

processor. The maximum performance configuration includes 

the high speed cache memory, and high performance data 

cache is included and it is targeted for the high area, high 

performance applications. The high performance of the design 

traded off with the area and power consumption requirements 

of theprocessor. 

The maximum performance configuration of the design is 

used to achieve high-speed, highly efficient processors. It is 

used for computationally complexalgorithms. The maximum 

performance mode of configuration is shown in Fig. 3 

 

 

Fig.3 Maximum Performance Configuration 

 

By looking at the two figures 1 and 2 it can be noted that Fig. 

1 has less number of blocks without any Cache memory 

which is the minimum area configuration. Fig. 2 having more 

no. of blocks, including cache memory and is designed for 

maximum performance. 

5. COMPARISON BETWEEN THE TWO MODES 

 OF CONFIGURATION 

The MicroBlaze processor is implemented in two different 

configurations in the Xilinx Vivado platform. The MicroBlaze 

soft processor IP is readily available in the Xilinx, and the 

different IP blocks are connectedtogether to form a generic 

processor architecture. The various blocks which have been 

included in the design are : MicroBlaze, AXI lite interface, 

The power on reset module, The Clock Generator module, 

The GPIO block. 

The above stated blocks are connected together in the generic 

configuration and the micro blaze is programmed to operate in 

two differentconfigurations, Minimum Area and Maximum 

Performance. 

The comparison summaries of the 2 modes are given in the 

Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 shows the report generated for 

Minimum area configuration and Table 2 shows the report for 

Maximum Performance. 

 

Table 1: Minimum area Utilization report 

 

 

As shown in Table 1, the design uses 985 slice LUTs, 1334 

slice registers, 33 mux and 2 block RAM tiles. 

 

Table 2: Maximum Performance Utilization report 

 

 

As shown in Table2, the design uses 4214 slice LUTs, 4218 

slice registers, 148 mux and 21 block RAM tiles. 

 

Table 3 shows the comparison between the two modes of 

configuration and the percentage increase in area with respect 

to number of slice LUTs, registers, mux, block RAM used. 
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Table 3: Comparison between the 2 modes of configuration 

 Min. Max. Percentage 

 Area Performan increase in 

  ce area (%) 

    

LUTs 985 4214 327.82 

    

Slice 1334 4218 216.19 

registers    

    

Mux 33 148 348.48 

    

Block 2 21 950 

RAM    

tile    

    

 

As shown in the above table Minimum area configuration uses 

least possible components when compared to the maximum 

performance configuration which aims at performance and not 

area utilization. Thus, there is always a tradeoff between area 

and speed. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The comparison of the different configurations gives us the 

aid in choosing the particular configuration for a targeted 

application. The same configuration can be implemented in 

the Software Development Kit (SDK). The application can be 

run over the multiprocessor, to enhance the prototyping and 

the targeted application requirements. Thus, the study reveals 

that the Xilinx MicroBlaze core is suitable for both low area 

and high-speed applications. 
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